
 
Chapter 1 

Favoring the Organic 

 
Far back in human history, people wore, animal skins and knotted or woven plant 

materials. Today, when clothing made of artificial chemical fibers is mass  

produced, putting on an animal skin almost seems forbidden. That phenomenon 

may be an example of the benefits that scientific progress has produced. 

Yan Fabre’s great-grandfather wrote the famous entomological encyclopedia 

Souvenirs Entomologiques. Inspired by that work, Fabre creates statues with 

garments made of jewel beetles and scarab beetles and three-dimensional works 

with armor. The vivid colors of the insect wings make them treasured as 

decorative items and sometimes used as materials for brooches and other jewelry, 

decorated or simply as is. The traces of organic materials that have been familiar  

natural materials, throughout human history, are, for us, having adopted ethical 

views of the treatment of other living things, the object of complex feelings̶and also 

arouse a sense of wonder. 

 

 

Chapter 2 

The Bizarre and the Mode  

Throughout History 
Part 1. 

 

The strength of the human desire to attire ourselves in beauty is  beyond measure. 

In the past, human distorted their bodies to an extreme, to achieve the ideal 

balance for perfection when wearing their garments. They  frantically sought to 

force their physiques into the silhouettes that would suit the dresses or shoes they 

wished to wear. 

The European desire for slender waists led to the birth of the “corset”, 

which became a critical component in fashionable attire, particularly among 

women in the upper classes. That undergarment, which sharply squeezed in the 

torso to form the ideal line from the chest to the waist, was traditionally made of 

whalebone, but in the sixteenth century, iron corsets̶resembling instruments of 



torture ̶also appeared. In the early twentieth century, Paul Poiret, a leader in the 

world of fashion, is credited with freeing women from the corset. More accurately, 

as women attained greater equality, they abandoned the corsets that had 

constrained their bodies. 

China, where small feet, rather than slender waists, were the standard of 

female beauty, has a long history of “foot binding”, folding the toes underneath  

and distorting the foot to make it fit into a tiny shoe. This cruel custom, which  

made walking painful, was imposed mainly on the bodies of women of affluent  

families. This strange custom, dominated by a fetish-like desire that valued the 

smallness of feet over the beauty of faces, remained in use for about a thousand 

years. 

*The exhibits in this chapter continue in the Smoking Room in the Main Building. 

 

 
Chapter 2 

The Bizarre and the Mode  

Throughout History 
Part 2. 

 

The body has been clothed and decorated in a variety of styles, sometimes radically 

altering or extending its silhouette. For example, in the Middle Ages, wearing a slender, tall 

headdress called a hennin, shaped like a steeple on a Gothic building, was fashionable in 

Europe. In the sixteenth century, Italian aristocrats and courtesans wore platform shoes 

with thick soles, not unlike the tall clogs of the courtesans known as oiran in Japan. 

In the eighteenth century, the age of Marie Antoinette, to match the incredibly gorgeous 

dresses in fashion, hairstyles in which the hair was piled high, competing to achieve 

greater height, became the rage. The elaborately arranged tresses were then ornately 

decorated with large ribbons and jewelry, among other items. Galerie des Modes, the 

pioneering fashion magazine, included plates in which a boat-shaped decoration was 

placed atop a woman’s elaborate updo. It presented the very acme of the mode, filled with 

gorgeous luxuriousness. 



 

Chapter 3 

A Mad Love of Hair 

 
The body decomposes after death, but our hair remains unchanged, giving it an 

unfathomable presence. In nineteenth-century, there was a desire for “mourning 

jewelry,” created for those mourning their dead; people wanted to wear these 

items, which contained something of the beloved’s body, against their skin, as 

ornaments. Thus, a lock of hair and a photograph would  be inserted in a locket or 

fitted into a brooch, giving a distinctive ambience to fashionable garb. Throughout 

history, we see attachment to hair: in the Heian period, black hair, the longer, the 

more beautiful, in the Rococo period, styling that gloried in height and lavish 

ornaments. 

Ideas that would seem to draw hair, part of the human body, into the fashion 

context can be seen nowadays in, for example, designs by Martin Margiela, who 

transferred the image of blond hair to the fabric of which his dresses were made. 

Yoichi Nagasawa uses artificial hair as a body accessory, covering the body, and 

Motohiko Odani creates dresses with actual hair woven into them in his 

installations. 

 

 

 

Chapter 4 

Elsa Schiaparelli 

 

Elsa Schiaparelli dominated her generation with her innovative ideas; she was also 

the fashion designer who worked in the place closest to Surrealism. Born in 1890 in 

Rome to an affluent family with a distinguished scholarly history, she moved to 

Paris after World War I. She made her debut on the fashion stage, in 1927, with 

sweaters with trompe-l'oeil images, ribbon and necktie designs knitted into them. 

What were then surprising ideas instantly attracted attention. Her collaborations 

with Jean Cocteau and Salvador Dali are also famous; through them, she created 

provocative fashions that were in harmony with Surrealism. A certain vivid, 



distinctive color she gave the name “shocking pink,” and her perfume, reflecting 

her strategic thinking, was also called Shocking. 

Schiaparelli vied with Coco Chanel, her contemporary, only seven years older, 

for popularity. Unlike Chanel, who was raised in an orphanage, had a rebellious 

spirit, and built a long-lived fashion house, Schiaparelli let her house reached its 

peak with the age of Surrealism and then breath its last. 

 
 

Chapter 5 

Surrealism and Mode 

 
The movement known as Surrealism included many mode-like elements in its 

expression. The International Surrealism Exhibition, held in Paris in 1938, included 

sixteen life-sized mannequins, which sixteen artists, including Max Ernst, Salvador 

Dali, Man Ray, and Yves Tanguy, decorated however  they wished and presented 

in the exhibition. 

The fashion magazine Harper’s BAZAAR, a fashion magazine launched in 

New York in 1867, was a major source of information about mode. From the 1910s 

to the early 1930s, its covers were produced by Art Deco illustrators. In the latter 

half of the 1930s, however, it featured a series of covers by Cassandre that richly 

reflected the influence of Surrealism ̶and created a new image for a fashion 

magazine. In the same period, VOGUE,  which  began  publication  in 1892, had 

Pierre Roy and Georges Lepape, among other Surrealists, draw Surrealistic cover 

illustrations. Salvador Dali and de Chirico also contributed work to VOGUE. 

 
Part 1. 

The Split Body 

 
Quoting body parts, split up, was an endless practice in the  context  of Surrealism. 

In Un Chien Andalou, a movie by the director Luis Buñuel for which Salvador Dali 

collaborated on the script, begins with an eyeball being sliced opened with a razor 

blade. A mouth and armpit  hair  are  transposed,  and  a wrist appears with ants 

crawling out a hole in the fist. Those are the core motifs that dominate the film, 

carving out a powerful impression that eclipses  the actors. 



The concept of the “objet” that, removed from the meaning and functionality it 

normally carries, stimulates the  viewer  to  recognize  the existence of the thing 

itself, is one of the important approaches in works that are emblematic of 

Surrealism. The body, too, is split up into parts̶the eyes, the lips, the hands̶and 

even becomes an independent motif, not a  living human. The monomaniacal 

clinging to a particular part of the body and the cutting up of the body have 

similarities to écriture automatique (automatic writing), in which a text is split into 

pieces so that the  context  cannot  be grasped. That is similar to the approach of 

the Surrealists when their movement was barely beginning and they were seeking 

a spontaneous state. 

 
Part 2. 

Needlework and Surrealism 

 
Images associated with needlework occasionally appear in Surrealist works. 

The technique known as “dépaysement”, deliberately overturning  normal 

expectations to create work filled with stimulations by transposing and connecting 

two or more objects with differing functions and qualities, was part of the standard 

Surrealist toolkit. “As beautiful as the chance encounter of a sewing machine and 

an umbrella on an operating table” is a famous quotation by Lautréamont that 

became a phrase emblematic of the Surrealist mode of thought. Here the sewing 

machine is an important visual element. Man Ray, who used the sewing machine 

and iron, two dressmaking tools, in many of his works, created visualizations of 

that phrase in his photographic works. His The Gift, with a row of tacks attached 

to the sole of an iron, and The Enigma of Isidore Ducasse, with a sewing machine 

wrapped up inside it, use the iron and sewing machine motifs and let us sense the 

affinity  between  Surrealism  and needlework. 

 

Part 3. 

Speechless Mannequins 

 
The mannequin, used as a substitute for the human body in fitting clothing, is 

an inorganic objet in human form that became a favorite motif among the 

Surrealists. The 1938 International Surrealism Exhibition included not only sixteen 



life-sized mannequins decorated by Surrealists but also Salvador Dali’ s Rainy Taxi. 

In this three dimensional work, two mannequins placed in the taxi are being 

soaked by “rainfall” inside it, while living snails crawl across them. It is a work 

with intense impact. 

Giorgio de Chirico was a metaphysical painter who influenced the Surrealists. 

Mannequins often appear in his paintings̶mannequins with faceless, egg-shaped 

heads̶in his distinctive style. The photographer Eugene Atget, whom the 

Surrealists discovered and who inspired them, produced a record of the streets of 

Paris, free of human beings. In addition to his many cityscape photographs, his 

work includes photographs of mannequins glimpsed as objets appearing on streets 

that retain vestiges of history. Their presence is impressive. The Czech Surrealist 

Jind㶣ich Štyrský, who worked in Prague, and the German Hans Bellmer, known 

for his dolls with ball joints, both created images with mannequins, images that 

played major roles in many works by the Surrealists. 

 

 

Chapter 6 

Back and Front—Ideas Flip 

 
René Magritte painted puzzling images such as a huge rose occupying a whole 

room and a painting in which day and night are strangely mingled. As in 

Magritte’s Foundlings, he produced paintings with puzzling depictions of space, 

in which something that would be expected to be in  the  foreground  has retreated 

to the background. Salvador Dali, who  said,  “Beauty  should  be edible,” made 

boiled green beans, bacon, and other edibles appear, with  no logical connections, 

in his paintings. 

These ideas, flipped to overturn conventional thinking, by transposing things 

from where they would normally be or daring to reverse the functionality one 

would expect, invite a sense of incongruity. That effect symbolizes the distinctive 

Surrealist sensibility, which tries to fan unknown stimuli. Here, too, the effect of 

depaysement is at work. These unique ideas also affected the world of the mode. 

Their spirit is carried on by the avant-garde designers Vivian Westwood, Martin 

Margiela, and Tokio Kumagai. 



Chapter 7 

The Fantastic in Japanese Clothing 

—Obi Clips and Courtesans’ Turnouts 

 

Obi clips, with carved designs, have a decorativeness that make them stand out 

among accessoriess for Japanese clothing. While  they  pull  together  the  kimono,  

the  main  player  here, they create microcosms whose themes  range  from  tiny  

insects  or  beans  to  vast  landscapes crowned with Mt. Fuji, executed with a 

dynamism that applies the imagination to the hilt. 

A courtesan’s turnout is a costume that goes beyond the merely lavish  and  

novel. Courtesans arranged their hair in dramatic updos, with multiple hairpins 

and other ornaments inserted like a halo that might split the  heavens.  Their  tall  

geta,  clogs  that  made  them  appear taller and even more elegant, were worn 

during the “Courtesan Parade” in which high-ranking courtesans progressed 

through the licensed  quarter.  Their  distinctive  way  of  walking,  which seemed 

to draw claw marks on the outside, further enacted their  novel  eccentricity.  The 

contemporary artist Tatehana Noritaka, whose work will be introduced in the next 

chapter, was inspired by these courtesans’  turnouts  to  reinterpret  them  and  

create  contemporary  versions. Some of the polychrome prints in this exhibition 

are from Tatehana’s own collection. 

*The exhibits in this chapter continue in Gallery 1 in the Annex. 

 

 

Chapter 8 

The Hybrid and the Mode 

—The Bizarre as Inspiration 

 
“Hybrid” is the key word in this final chapter, as we consider the bizarre as 

glimpsed in the mode.  

Noritaka Tatehana presented his Heel-less Shoes, for which his inspiration was 

the tall geta that courtesans word, as his graduation work at Tokyo University of 

the Arts. Lady Gaga promptly noticed and wore them, generating considerable 

buzz. Yoichi Nagasawa has created jodhpurs, with legs like a zebra’s or horse’s, 

and Masaya Kushino shoes of animal hide with insect and bird wing motifs. 



Putting on one of these creations, the remains of a living being, is an act that one 

can imagine turns the human being into a hybrid. ANOTHER FARM has produced 

a mystical installation in which floats a dress made of silk woven in Nishijin, Kyoto, 

using silk yarns that have become luminous thanks to genetically modified 

silkworms. Understanding the history of style and traditional culture and 

reinterpreting them for the present, chance encounters and fusions between living 

beings with different genes ̶these also have a fundamental similarity with the 

ideation of Surrealism and its advocacy of depaysement. They embody a hope for 

an innovative, a revolutionary world. 

 


